at the same time, we acknowledge that these steps alone are insufficient, and that legal academics will require additional training to implement the rules we have offered. 7 Epstein and King think that the consequences of not taking their work seriously will be dire: empirical legal scholarship will remain deeply flawed "if th [eir] Article is not read." 8 In the past twenty years, the legal academy has become quite interdisciplinary in its ambitions and methods. It is therefore natural that scholars in other disciplines-particularly the social scienceswould want to assess the quality of work being done by legal scholars, as Epstein and King have done. At the same time, given the extent to which joint degree holders and otherwise academically trained individuals have moved into legal teaching, it would be surprising if the quality of legal research-particularly empirical research-had not improved dramatically over time, with its tools becoming more sophisticated, the questions it addresses becoming better conceived, and its results becoming more illuminating. Surprisingly, after engaging in what they take to be an exhaustive review of the literature, Epstein and King conclude that the results are grim. As already indicated, they find much to condemn and little to applaud in the current scholarly output of legal academics performing empirical work.
This brief response proceeds as follows. Parts I and II focus on my work on judicial behavior in the D.C. Circuit, 9 which Epstein and King criticize as an example of flawed empirical scholarship. 0 In Part I, I present my D.C. Circuit article as a case study of various categories of methodological advances achieved by empirical legal scholars, and suggest that similar methodological advances can be found elsewhere in legal scholarship. In Part II, I show that Epstein and King's specific criticisms of my D.C. Circuit work are all unwarranted, and raise questions as to whether mine could be the only example of empirical legal scholarship that they attack in an unjustified manner. Part III criticizes the methodology used by Epstein and King to conclude that the benefits of methodological interactions between social scientists and lawyers are all unidirectional-from the social scientists to the lawyers. Part IV takes issue with Epstein and King's portrayal of empirical legal scholarship as disconnected from developments elsewhere in the academy.
The Epstein and King article defines empirical legal scholarship very broadly, in a way that encompasses a great deal of legal scholar-ship." My comment is much narrower. It focuses on econometric analyses, and its examples are drawn primarily from studies of judicial behavior. Thus, it does not deal with other important questions raised by Epstein and King, such as whether legal history should be subjected to the methodological standards of the social sciences rather than to the methodological standards of historical research. 'z The opening of a dialogue between legal scholars and social scientists has been an extremely salutary academic development of the past decades. 3 The Epstein and King article, with its one-sided criticisms-some clearly unwarranted-threatens to undermine this dialogue. Moreover, in their haste to show that legal academics have failed, Epstein and King miss an important opportunity to explore the ways in which each discipline can contribute to the other. In contrast, I hope that this Response can be a catalyst for useful interdisciplinary interactions.
I. METHODOLOGICAL ADVANCES IN LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP
Epstein and King state in no uncertain terms that empirical legal scholarship is wholly unconcerned with questions of methodology, and that no law review article-not a single one-is concerned with "understanding, explicating, or adapting the rules of inference. "' 4 Perhaps not surprisingly, given the sweeping and incautious nature of their claim, the authors are simply wrong.
I will begin by discussing three important methodological innovations contained in my own empirical study of the D.C. Circuit's treatment of challenges to health and safety regulation." Because the authors chose to criticize my article at some length, they must believe that, like all the rest of empirical legal scholarship, it fails to give "sustained, self-conscious attention to the methodology of empirical analysis. "' 7 A. Priest-Klein Effects First, my study of the D.C. Circuit pays close attention to the possibility that changes in the ideological composition of a court will have effects on the mix of cases presented to that court for litigation. 18 Assume, for example, that the composition of a court shifts over time from being predominantly composed of Republican-appointed judges to being predominantly composed of Democrat-appointed judges. (For expository simplicity, judges appointed by Democratic presidents will be referred to as Democratic judges, and judges appointed by Republican presidents will be referred to as Republican judges.)
Let us also assume that Republican judges are more likely than Democratic judges to vote in favor of industry groups challenging environmental regulation as too stringent. Conversely, let us assume that Democratic judges are more likely than their Republican counterparts to vote in favor of environmental groups challenging environmental regulation as too lax. What are the consequences for the types of cases litigated before the court if the composition shifts from a majorityDemocratic composition in Time 0 to a majority-Republican composition in Time 1?
One consequence might be that industry groups would pursue weaker cases at Time 1 than at Time 0 because, holding constant the quality of the case, they have a greater probability of prevailing. Thus, cases that would not have been worth bringing in Time 0, given their expected payoff and the cost of litigation, are worth bringing in Time 1. The proportion of cases in which industry groups prevail might not change over time, because the higher probability of success that results from the more sympathetic panels is counteracted by the lower probability of success that results from the lesser average quality of the cases they litigate. 19 The rightward shift of the judges also has an effect on settlements. Under the model developed in the influential article by George Priest and Benjamin Klein, cases with either very high or very low probabilities of success are likely to be settled rather than litigated.20 The model predicts that the litigated cases would be less clear-cut; under certain relatively restrictive conditions, in fact, in the universe of litigated 
20
See George L. Priest and Benjamin Klein, The Selection of Disputes for Litigation, 13 J Legal Stud 1, 15 (1984) (demonstrating that "closer" cases have a wider variance in the parties' estimation of plaintiffs chances for victory and thus are more likely to be litigated). In such cases, the parties are likely to differ less in their estimates of the plaintiff's (or appellant's) probability of success. See id.
[69:169 cases, the probability that plaintiffs prevail is 50 percent regardless of the composition of the court. 2 ' Under the predictions made by the Priest-Klein model, the rightward shift in the votes of judges changes the mix of litigated cases but not the probability that plaintiffs will prevail."
These case-selection effects create difficulties for the design of empirical studies that seek to determine whether the votes of judges are influenced by their ideologies. In the preceding example, if the proxy used for a judge's ideology were the views generally held by the party of the appointing president, one would expect that the court would be more sympathetic to industry challenges at Time 1 than at Time 0. Were it not for case-selection effects, one would expect that the industry groups would prevail in a greater proportion of the cases at Time 1. But, as explained above, such an effect might not be observed even if judges vote consistent with their ideology because the change in the composition of the court also affects the mix of litigated cases.
Thus, any empirical technique that does not control for caseselection effects is biased against finding evidence consistent with the hypothesis that judges vote ideologically. The social science literature on judicial politics largely overlooks this complication; it simply aggregates voting records over time without controlling for possible changes in the mix of cases reaching the court.n This problem is most serious with studies that aggregate cases over long periods of time. 2 Similar shortcomings are reflected in recent efforts in social science literature to test the hypothesis derived from positive political theory models in which judges vote in an ideologically "strategic" manner, so that they compromise their true preferences to the extent Liberties and Economic Decisions, 1946 -1978 ,75 Am Polit Sci Rev 355 (1981 (using an attitudinal model in analyzing Supreme Court decisions without correcting for case-selection effects). necessary to avoid legislative reversal.' If judges vote strategically in this manner, a legislative shift to the right would lead to a judicial shift to the right. But, as a result of case-selection effects, industry groups might not win a larger proportion of the cases they litigate. Any empirical technique that looked at the impact of the legislative shift on the success rate of such groups would be biased against finding evidence of strategic voting if it did not control for case-selection effects.6
In contrast, in my D.C. Circuit piece, I avoided the Priest-Klein problem by dividing the full universe of cases into subsamples defined by time periods during which the composition of the court was relatively stable. For each such period, the interparty comparison was restricted to the judges who served for the full period.2 Because cases are assigned randomly to panels, ideological voting would result in interparty differences in judicial votes.
To illustrate the problem that would arise if the judicial votes were instead analyzed in a single sample, assume, counterfactually, that the court was predominantly Republican in the 1970s and predominantly Democratic in the 1980s. In this scenario, the Republican judges decide a disproportionate number of the cases filed in the 1970s whereas the Democratic judges decide a disproportionate number of the cases filed in the 1980s. Assume further that aggregating the votes of all the judges across all cases decided since 1970 reveals that Republicans are no more likely than Democrats to reverse EPA regulations when the challenger is an industry group. One simply cannot tell from such a statistic whether the same interparty relationship would have been observed if the Republicans and Democrats had decided the same set of cases.
More recently, in an article designed to test whether the ideological voting on the D.C. Circuit is strategic,7 I devised a methodology to control for the effects of case selection when testing for evidence of strategic voting. Labor-Relations Decisions, 1949 -1988 ,23 RAND J Econ 463, 478-79 (1990 (acknowledging the possibility of case-selection effects but asserting that the problem is not serious in their sample, and making no attempt to correct for it). [69:169 ture has been to look at how changes in Congress affect the proportion of litigated cases in which a judge rules for a particular type of outcome.2 But, as already explained, even if judges vote strategically, the shift caused by congressional changes would be counteracted by case-selection effects, so that no differences in voting patterns might be observed.'
Instead of following the standard technique used in the political science literature, I focused on how the interparty difference between the votes of Democratic and Republican judges is affected by changes in the control of the two houses of Congress. In particular, when the two houses of Congress are under divided control, Democratic and Republican judges can vote consistent with their ideologies with less fear of legislative reversal than when the two chambers are under the unified control of one party. Thus, if judges vote strategically, one would expect the interparty voting differences to be greater when Congress is under divided control than when it is under unified control. ' This effect is impervious to changes in the mix of cases reaching the courts. Regardless of whether the average quality of litigated cases is relatively stronger or relatively weaker, strategic judges should be expected to be more restrained in voting consistent with their ideologies when the probability of legislative reversal is higher.
My efforts to control for case-selection effects build upon both empirical examinations of the Priest-Klein effect' and a relatively extensive theoretical literature by legal scholars. The possibility of caseselection effects is well understood by economically minded legal scholars. It is therefore not surprising that the empirical legal literature, with which Epstein and King find so much fault, developed methodological innovations to address this problem.
B. Panel Composition Effects
My work on judicial decisionmaking on the D.C. Circuit pays close attention to the possibility that a judge's vote on a case will be affected by the identity of the remaining judges on a panel. 33 f Thus, the estimations contain a colleague variable, which is 1 if a judge has at least one colleague of the same party on the panel, and 0 otherwise. 
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phenomenon that Judge Posner has termed "go-along voting"-the practice of not dissenting in cases in which a judge's views are inconsistent with those of the panel majority."
My work has shown the importance of paying attention to panel composition effects. A judge's vote on the D.C. Circuit is significantly affected by whether she has at least one colleague of the same party on the panel.3 Indeed, I found that "Democratic judges 'vote as Democrats' only when there are at least two Democrats on the panel, and that, similarly, Republican judges 'vote as Republicans' only when there are at least two Republicans on the panel." 3 7
The political science literature has not paid attention to this issue. Studies of the Supreme Court do not control for the possibility that a justice's votes will be affected by the changing identity of her colleagues over time; more pertinently, studies of the courts of appeals do not control for the composition of particular panels.M This failure has an important negative consequence: it leads to an understatement of the true nature of the ideological divisions on the court. Consider a situation in which a court of appeals that hears cases in three-judge panels chosen at random is evenly divided between Democratic and Republican judges. This hypothetical court is extremely polarized along party lines: industry-groups always prevail before majorityRepublican panels but never prevail before majority-Democratic panels. The judges, however, engage in "go-along voting," so that they never dissent. An empirical study that did not control for the composition of the panel would find no interparty voting differences at all: in randomly assigned panels, Democratic and Republican judges would each vote in favor of the industry's claim in exactly half the cases.
In contrast, an empirical study, like mine, that contained an independent variable for panel composition would find that a Republican judge votes in favor of the industry's claim 100 percent of the time when she has at least one Republican colleague, and 0 percent of the time otherwise. In contrast, a Democratic judge votes in favor of the industry's claim 100 percent of the time when she is the sole Democrat on the panel and 0 percent of the time otherwise. The methodology generally used in the political science literature would miss this evidence of ideological voting. [69:169
Again, it is not surprising that legal academics would make a methodological innovation of this sort. Legal scholars clearly have a comparative advantage in understanding the inner workings of the judiciary. More importantly, a large proportion of legal scholars, but virtually no social science scholars, have spent a year or more as judicial clerks, working closely with a judge and being in a position to observe the nature of inter-judge interactions.
C. Attention to the Nature of Legal Arguments Empirical legal scholarship also pays attention to the nature of the legal arguments presented to the court. In contrast, what matters for the social science scholars is the relief sought by the parties: a more liberal or conservative outcome3 9 In my D.C. Circuit study, I tested whether the type of argumentstatutory or procedural-presented to the court affected the nature of the ideological divisions among the judges. The results were stark. Between 1986 and 1994, following the Supreme Court's decision in Chevron USA Inc v Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc,' there were no statistically significant differences in the way in which Democrats and Republicans voted on issues of statutory interpretation. In contrast, for industry challenges, the differences were highly significant with respect to procedural issues. Indeed, for procedural claims, the probability of reversal of the agency decision ranged from 2 percent to 13 percent for panels with two Democrats and one Republican, but ranged from 54 percent to 89 percent for panels with two Republicans and one Democrat. These stark differences would not have been revealed if I had not used an independent variable controlling for the nature of the argument. 1 The possible constraining effects of law are taken far more seriously in law schools than in social science departments. In part, legal scholarship has evolved out of a legal formalist tradition, which believes that judicial decisions are determined by precedent and are unaffected by a judge's policy preferences. 4 [69:169 with situations in which the chosen unit-census tracts-changes over time.48 The article also introduces an important variable-population density-to control for the possibility that sites are less likely to be located in denser areas. Because data on density was not available for two of the decades of the study, Been constructed a proxy for that variable.' Another of her articles is self-consciously devoted, almost exclusively, to methodological issues.5° Indeed, its stated purpose is "to highlight the methodological issues researchers need to address, and to present alternative methodologies that should improve our ability to understand the nature of the distribution of environmental 'goods' and 'bads.. '' .. Casting only a slightly larger net extending beyond my family, in an article forthcoming in the Journal of Financial Economics 2 and available on the Social Science Research Network 3 since February 2000, my colleague Robert Daines makes a significant methodological advance that permits him to test whether incorporation in Delaware increases firm value-a question that scholars have long debated. An important prior study had examined stock price reactions to the announcement that a firm would reincorporate in Delaware. Because such changes are often accompanied by changes in business strategy, however, it is difficult to determine whether the change in price reflects the reincorporation or the change in business practice. Also, such studies cannot shed light on how the decision to incorporate in a particular state affects the value of firms that do not reincorporate. Scholars thus continue to disagree about Delaware's impact on firm value.
Daines's methodological innovation was to study the effect of incorporation in Delaware on a firm's Tobin's Q-the ratio of a firm's market value to the replacement cost of its assets-thus allowing him to examine all public firms and avoid the selection bias and identification problems that affected all prior studies. He finds that the Tobin's Q of Delaware firms is higher, thereby supporting the hypothesis that Delaware law improves firm value. Daines shows that the result is statistically significant and robust to controls for company size, industry, growth opportunities, diversification, financial performance, and unobservable firm heterogeneity. 55 Thus, this method provides the first large-sample evidence of the relationship between law and firm value.
It may be that I am extraordinarily fortunate to have been able to spend time with a spouse and colleagues who performed the only empirical studies by legal academics that make important methodological advances. The far more likely scenario, however, is that a broader review of the legal literature would reveal many such examples. That Epstein and King could have done an extensive search of the legal literature and found no examples of this kind is therefore far more damning of the quality of their review than it is of the quality of the legal literature.
II. MISPLACED CRITICISMS
It is not possible in the space allocated to this Response to examine the validity of all of Epstein and King's complaints about empirical legal scholarship. I will instead focus on their extensive attacks on my work on judicial behavior in the D.C. Circuit. In particular, they complain about my choice of proxy for judicial ideology and my coding of the disposition of cases. All of Epstein and King's criticisms are unwarranted.
It is possible, of course, that they erred only with respect to my article and that their criticisms of the rest of the empirical legal scholarship were well taken. The reader, once again, will have to decide whether such a scenario is plausible.
A. Choice of Proxy for Judicial Ideology
Epstein and King devote a great deal of energy to attacking my proxy for judicial ideology-the views generally held by the party of the appointing president. They concede that this is "surely a reliable measure" but complain that it is not necessarily a "valid" measure because it does not take into account what they consider to be the important role of senatorial courtesy in determining the composition of the lower federal courts.' According to Epstein and King, " [69:169 to the lower federal courts who mirrors his ideology."2 They maintain that "when a senator is of the same party as the President and the vacancy is from the senator's state, the senator can exert considerable influence on the selection of judges."' ' There is one fatal problem with their criticism. My study is of the D.C. Circuit. The District of Columbia is not (at least for the time being) a state. It does not have any senators. Nobody exercises senatorial courtesy with respect to appointments to the D.C. Circuit. In fact, one of the reasons that particular judges get appointed to the D.C. Circuit as opposed to other courts is to get around the opposition of the senators from their home states. For example, in 1985, President Reagan abandoned an effort to place James Buckley on the Second Circuit, in part because of the opposition of Senator Lowell Weicker of Connecticut, where Buckley was a resident and from where he had run unsuccessfully for the U.S. Senate in 1980. Instead, President Reagan nominated Buckley to the D.C. Circuit. 59 It is quite likely that other nominees get placed on the D.C. Circuit because the senators from their home states have other ideas about whom they wish to place on their regional circuits.
But even if my study had been of one of the regional circuits, for which there are senators who can demand senatorial courtesy, Epstein and King's criticisms would still be unwarranted. Using the party of the appointing president as a proxy for ideology is a standard technique in political science studies of judicial behavior. In fact, one recent study reviewed " [o] ne hundred forty books, articles, dissertations, and conference papers ... in the legal and political science literatures between 1959 and 1998 reporting empirical research pertinent to a link between judges' political party affiliation and judicial ideology." The author notes that "investigations of the federal bench often look at the party of appointing presidents" instead of the party affiliations of the judges (which are often difficult to determine). A substantial proportion of the works reviewed are in the political science literature. 3 Epstein and King may be right that also controlling for the views of the senators from the appointee's home state might be preferable.
But for this proposition they rely on a study that had not yet been published," and that was not available even in working paper format at the time my article was published. Even if the District of Columbia had senators, it would still be odd to indict my piece for what still is the state-of-the-art methodology. The standard approach of the social sciences to a methodological innovation is to perform a new study to ascertain whether the innovation has an impact on the previous results, not to excoriate prior studies for not having used it.6
More generally, Epstein and King seem confused about the design of studies of judicial behavior and perhaps for this reason they complain about my choice of proxy. For example, they note that "the empirical record demonstrates that the voting propensities of the appointees of some Democratic and Republican presidents do not differ significantly." They claim, as a result, that the ideology of the appointing president is a bad proxy for judicial ideology. But it could be, instead, that the proxy is good but that judges are not being influenced by their ideology in deciding cases. Studies of judicial behavior should choose the best available proxy for judicial ideology, and then test whether this proxy is correlated with judicial votes. As indicated above, the standard proxy in the political science literature is determined by reference to the views generally held by the party of the ap- 
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Epstein and King also present my article as an example of the problems that arise "when researchers have not clearly specified their theory." Epstein and King, 69 U Chi L Rev at 74 (cited in note 1). As evidence of this methodological malfeasance they quote the following sentences from my article: "'Some commentators have ... maintained that judges simply vote according to their policy preferences. In environmental cases, the allegation goes, judges appointed by Republican Presidents vote principally for laxer regulations and judges appointed by Democratic Presidents for more stringent regulation."' Id, quoting Revesz, 83 Va L Rev at 1717 (cited in note 9). They claim that this passage is ambiguous as to how the independent variable defining a judge's ideology would be constructed. Epstein and King, 69 U Chi L Rev at 74-75 (cited in note 1). But those sentences merely purport to summarize the prior literature. The very next sentence states precisely how I will perform the test: "[by] using as a proxy the views generally held by the party of the appointing President." Revesz, 83 Va L Rev at 1718 (cited in note 9). Epstein and King understand that. See Epstein and King, 69 U Chi L Rev at 75,83,86 (cited in note 1).
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Epstein and King, 69 U Chi L Rev at 88 (cited in note 1), citing Giles, Hettinger, and Peppers, 54 Polit Rsrch Q 623 (cited in note 64). [69:169 that "this methodology is unlikely to be usable for court of appeals judges, whose nominations typically receive less media attention" than those of Supreme Court justices. 68 Epstein and King do not contest my claim in this regard.6 Instead, they propose a measure, advocated by a forthcoming study, that takes account of senatorial courtesy. But, as explained above, such a measure is simply inapplicable to the D.C. Circuit.
B. Coding of the Disposition of Cases
Epstein and King also criticize the manner in which I coded the disposition of cases. They note, "While he tells us that he treats 'remands' as 'reversals,' he does not report how he characterizes" other dispositions. 7 0 In particular, they complain that a researcher attempting to replicate my study would not know whether to "characterize an 'affirmed in part, vacated in part, and remanded' as a reversal or an affirmance. 7' They purport not to know how I would have coded such a case: "Neither the researcher nor we can answer that question because Revesz does not tell us.""2 In fact, any researcher seeking to replicate my study would not have any such problem. My published work contains references to both the coding protocol used for my study and to the notes explaining the manner in which cases were coded, and indicates that these documents are both publicly available from the journal that published my article." In particular, the protocol and accompanying notes make clear that only full affirmances are treated as affirmances. 7 ' 4 Epstein and King also complain that even if I had been interested in studying whether cases were affirmed on the one hand, or reversed or remanded on the other, it would have been better to start with a more detailed specification of the outcomes. That is precisely what I did. As they suggest, my coding protocol contains different entries for "Reverse/Remand" and for "Reverse/Remand in part."
76 Also, as they would like, it splits cases up into a number of categories, by distinguishing between challenges to a substantive environmental policy and other cases. ' The accompanying notes indicate that the following outcomes "were not considered challenges to an EPA environmental policy ... : 1. non-environmental challenges (attorney fees cases, employment cases, freedom of information cases, other types of regulations, funding cases); 2. court decisions involving voluntary dismissal or joint motion; 3. housekeeping motions."' ' Both the coding protocol and the accompanying notes reveal that if a case does not involve a challenge to a substantive environmental policy, it would not be used in the statistical analysis. 7 Thus, Epstein and King are simply mistaken in raising concerns about whether my coding of the disposition of cases can be replicated, and are also wrong with respect to their quibbles about how I defined the number of possible case dispositions.
III. THE INDICTMENT OF LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP
Epstein and King's indictment of legal scholarship exhibits many of the same methodological failures that they attribute to law professors. First, their call for placing empirical legal scholarship in intellectual receivership, which is the central policy recommendation of their article,' could be justified only by some comparative evaluation of the methodological practices of legal and social science scholars. Epstein and King never attempt such a comparative inquiry. 8 ' It may well be the case that empirical legal scholarship is in bad shape. But how do we know that social scientists do not engage in the same, or other, pitfalls when they write about law-related subjects? Indeed, in the examples given in Part I of my work, and of Been's and Daines's work, the literature those studies improved upon was by social scientists. Any well-designed empirical study would have to make an assessment of practices among social scientists. Indeed, many of the methodological ills that they attribute to legal scholarship, such as explaining in detail how cases are coded or archiving data in generally 77 See Revesz, Notes on the Coding Protocol at 1, question 9, cited in Revesz, 85 Va L Rev at 820 n 87 (cited in note 68).
78 Revesz, Notes on the Coding Protocol at 2, question 9, cited in Revesz, 85 Va L Rev at 820 n 87 (cited in note 68). "Housekeeping motions" include requests concerning the filing of briefs and the time allocated to oral argument.
79 Revesz, Notes on the Coding Protocol at 1, question 9, cited in Revesz, 85 Va L Rev at 820 n 87 (cited in note 68); Revesz, Notes on the Coding Protocol at 2, question 9, cited in id.
80 See text accompanying notes 6-8. 81 They do say in passing that they "do not mean to suggest that empirical research appearing in law reviews is always, or even usually, worse than articles in the journals of other scholarly disciplines." Epstein and King, 69 U Chi L Rev at 18 (cited in note 1). But their recommendations make sense only if empirical legal scholarship is, in fact, a great deal poorer than its counterpart in the social sciences. by law professors and published in law reviews; they describe their empirical design as a "survey of current practices in the nation's law reviews." But others were written by law professors and published in peer-reviewed, interdisciplinary journals.6 The supposedly poor quality of these pieces cannot be attributable to the editorial practices of student-run law reviews. 
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one of the social sciences." If this model does not work either, why should we expect that Epstein and King's solution of placing legal scholarship in intellectual receivership will be more successful? One of the articles criticized as an example of poor legal scholarship was written by one of the nation's leading empirical social scientists, who does not have a law degree.9°M ore generally, because Epstein and King never explain how they define the universe of works that they evaluate, their study suffers from the same types of replication problems that they attribute to legal scholarship: other researchers would simply not know what works Epstein and King considered. 9 ' Third, the Epstein and King study suffers from another serious replication problem: it never explains with any clarity what it means by lack of "self-conscious attention to methodology"92 -one of the primary evils that it attributes to legal scholarship. As a result, it is likely that if other researchers tried to replicate the study, they would not use the same metric. Rather, to use Epstein and King's own phrase in indicting other scholarship, the researcher "would have to make a judgment call ... [that] detracts from the reliability of [the] measure. ' " 9 For example, I believe that my article on judicial behavior on the D.C. Circuit, which is discussed in Part I, is "self-conscious" as to methodology, and presents a detailed analysis for why this is so. Epstein and King evidently believe otherwise. The fault lies with the cavalier manner in which they formulate their indictment of empirical legal scholarship. In summary, their work suffers from precisely the same flaws that they attribute to empirical legal scholarship: They "ignore[ ] the rules of inference and appl[y] instead the 'rules' of persuasion and advocacy," even when the goals "[are] to learn about the empirical world."
IV. INTERDISCIPLINARY DIALOGUE
Epstein and King present a picture in which legal scholars do their work in isolation from their counterparts in the social sciences and suffer greatly from this lack of dialogue. 9 ' One of their main prescriptions is that legal scholars doing empirical work spend more time talking to social scientists.
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Epstein and King, 69 U Chi L Rev at 120 (cited in note 1). [69:169
Epstein and King's proposition concerning the desirability of interdisciplinary dialogue is certainly well taken. They are right that legal scholars clearly benefit from such dialogue, although, for reasons already discussed, they are wrong in believing that, with respect to empirical methodology, the benefits would flow in only one direction.9 But a world in which legal scholars operate in a vacuum, isolated from their social science counterparts, is not one that successful legal scholars would find recognizable. The institutions that Epstein and King would like to create already exist, and are flourishing. I will proceed in a somewhat autobiographical manner by focusing on those institutions from which I derive principal benefits.
First, I am fortunate that my home institution, the New York University School of Law, has an ongoing Colloquium on Law, Economics, and Politics, which meets biweekly throughout the academic year. The colloquium is run by John Ferejohn, of the Political Science Department and Hoover Institution at Stanford University, and my colleague Lewis Kornhauser, who has a Ph.D. in economics as well as a law degree. It is attended on a regular basis by a number of my colleagues on the law faculty as well as by distinguished political scientists from NYU and elsewhere.
Second, in recent years, the annual meeting of the American Law and Economics Association has included a panel on Positive Political Theory. The panel organizer has generally been a political scientist and the presenters have been both legal and social science scholars.
Third, a major conference on the Economics of Courts held at Harvard University in 1997 brought together leading scholars in law, economics, and political science doing empirical and theoretical work on judicial behavior. The hallway conversation at that meeting was partly about the gradual emergence of a single community of individuals working on similar issues in different parts of the university, and the increasing synergies resulting from such work.
Fourth, the Journal of Law, Economics, & Organization, edited by Alan Schwartz of the Yale Law School, serves as a critically important outlet for work on judicial behavior. Over the years, it has published the proceedings of two influential conferences on political institutions, 9 ' as well as a number of the leading articles on judicial behavior by legal and social science academics.n 96 See id at 119-21. They note, for example, that perhaps law schools "could hold a monthly seminar on applications and innovations in empirical methodology, inviting prominent scholars (for now, from other disciplines) to lead them." Id at 121 (emphasis added). 
CONCLUSION
Epstein and King are right about some of the criticisms that they level against the institutions of legal scholarship. Undoubtedly, some empirical studies are poorly designed and executed. In general, law professors do not have access to a stable cadre of student assistants well trained in empirical methodology. Some law professors may work in an excessively insulated environment and do not benefit from necessary collegial interactions with social scientists. Most student editors on law reviews are probably not well equipped to judge whether empirical studies were well conducted-though they might be able to judge the importance of the question being examined.
But, at the same time, empirical legal scholarship has a great deal to contribute to the understanding of law and legal institutions, and social scientists would benefit from paying close attention to the methodological innovations performed by legal scholars. Because of their flawed methodology and unwarranted criticisms and exaggerations, Epstein and King have missed an important opportunity to examine what legal and social science empirical scholarship can learn from one another.
